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Abstract—A self-stabilizing system is one that converges to a
legitimate state from any arbitrary state. Such an arbitrary state
may be reachable due to wrong initialization or the occurrence of
transient faults. Average recovery time of self-stabilizing systems
is a key factor in evaluating their performance, especially in the
domain of network and robotic protocols. This paper introduces
a groundbreaking result on automated repair and synthesis of
self-stabilizing protocols whose average recovery time is required
to satisfy certain constraints. We show that synthesizing and
repairing weak-stabilizing protocols under average recovery time
constraints is NP-complete. To cope with the exponential com-
plexity (unless P = NP), we propose a polynomial-time heuristic.

I. INTRODUCTION

Self-stabilization is a versatile technique to cope with tran-
sient faults in distributed systems. Pioneered by Dijkstra [1],
a self-stabilizing system always ensures recovering a proper
behavior (normally specified in terms of a set of legitimate
states) when transient faults perturb the state of the system or
the system starts operating from an arbitrary initial state. This
property is called strong convergence (or recovery). Once a
legitimate state is recovered, the system continues operating
within the set of legitimate states in the absence of faults.
This feature is called closure. Strong convergence is often
too restrictive and there are known results on impossibility
of designing self-stabilizing algorithms for token circulation
and leader election in anonymous networks among others [2]–
[4]. To tackle this problem, several relaxations have been
introduced. One example is weak-stabilization [5], where there
only exists the possibility of convergence; i.e., some (and not
necessarily all) execution paths eventually reach a legitimate
state. Thus, in a weak-stabilizing system, a recovery path may
reach a live cycle on its way to the legitimate states.

Self-stabilization has a wide range of application domains,
including networking [6] (specially in sensor networks [7]) and
robotics [8] and automated synthesis of stabilizing programs
from their formal specification has been an active area of
research in the past few years. These efforts range over
complexity analysis [9] to efficient synthesis heuristics de-
sign [10] as well as less efficient but complete techniques [11],
[12]. However, none of these techniques take into account
requirements on the performance (e.g., maximum or average
convergence time) of the synthesized program. In other words,
the existing approaches only synthesize some solution that

respects only closure and convergence. We argue that this is
a serious shortcoming, as some quantitative metrics such as
recovery time are as crucial as correctness in practice (e.g.,
in developing stabilizing network protocols). Furthermore,
it is common knowledge that designing correct distributed
stabilizing programs is a challenging task and prone to errors.
Adding recovery time constraints to the design process makes
it even more daunting.

With this motivation, in this paper, we study the prob-
lem of synthesizing (from scratch) and repairing (exist-
ing) weak/strong-stabilizing programs under performance con-
straints. The constraint under investigation is, in particular,
average recovery time. Following the work in [13], [14], we
argue that average recovery time is a more descriptive metric
than the traditional asymptotic complexity measure (e.g., the
big O notation for the number of rounds) to characterize the
performance of stabilizing programs. For example, in a long-
running network protocol or in a robotic application, it is
obviously desirable to maintain a minimum average recovery
time than a good worst-case recovery time, which may rarely
happen. Technically, average recovery time can be measured
by giving weights to states and transitions of a stabilizing
program and computing the expected value of the number of
steps that it takes the program to reach a legitimate state.
These weights can be assigned by a uniform distribution
(in the simplest case), or by more sophisticated probability
distributions. This technique has been shown to be effective in
measuring the performance of weak-stabilizing programs [14]
as well as cases where faults hit certain variables or locations
more often.

Our contributions in this paper are the following:
• We show that the complexity of synthesizing a weak-

stabilizing protocol with certain average recovery time,
given the topology of the communication network and de-
scription of the set of legitimate states, is NP-complete in
the state space. This result is especially counter-intuitive,
as weak-stabilizing protocols (with no recovery time
constraints) can be synthesized in linear time [9]. This,
in turn, means that designing a weak/strong-stabilizing
program whose recovery time satisfies certain perfor-
mance constraints is significantly more challenging than
synthesizing some solution.

• We show that the complexity of repairing an existing
weak-stabilizing protocol to obtain either a weak or



strong stabilizing protocol, so that (1) only removal of
transitions is allowed during repair, and (2) the repaired
protocol satisfies a certain average recovery time, is also
NP-complete.

• In order to cope with the exponential complexity (un-
less P = NP), we propose a polynomial-time heuristic.
We demonstrate that our heuristic synthesizes stabilizing
programs with lower or equal average recovery time
compared to existing algorithms for the majority of
instances of our case studies: Dining philosophers and
token circulation in rings.

Organization: The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents our computation model for distributed
programs. The notion of self-stabilization and average conver-
gence time are presented in Section III. We present the formal
statement of the problem in Section IV. The complexity of
the repair and synthesis problems are discussed in Sections V
and VI, respectively, while the polynomial-time heuristic is
presented in Section VII. Related work is discussed in Sec-
tion VIII. Finally, we make concluding remarks and discuss
future work in Section IX.

II. DISTRIBUTED PROGRAMS

In our formal framework, a distributed program is comprised
of a finite set V of discrete variables, and a finite set Π of
processes operating on V . Each variable v ∈ V has a finite
domain Dv . A state of the program is identified by a valuation
of all variables v in V . We call the set of all possible states the
state space, denoted by S. We indicate the value of a variable
v in a state s with v(s).

Definition 1: A process π ∈ Π over a set V of variables is
a tuple 〈Rπ,Wπ,Tπ〉, where
• Rπ ⊆ V is the read-set of π; i.e., variables that π can

read;
• Wπ ⊆ Rπ is the write-set of π; i.e., variables that π can

write (modify), and
• Tπ is the transition relation of π, which is a set of ordered

pairs (s, s′), where s, s′ ∈ S, subject to the following
constraints:

– Write restriction:

∀(s, s′) ∈ Tπ : ∀v ∈ V : (v(s) 6= v(s′))⇒ v ∈Wπ

– Read restriction:

∀(s0, s1) ∈ Tπ : ∃s′0, s′1 ∈ S
∀v 6∈Wπ : (v(s0) = v(s1) ∧ v(s′0) = v(s′1))) ∧
(∀v ∈ Rπ : (v(s0) = v(s′0) ∧ v(s1) = v(s′1))) ⇒

(s′0, s
′
1) ∈ Tπ. �

Notice that Definition 1 resembles the shared-memory
model. The write restriction requires that a process can only
change the value of a variable in its write-set, but not blindly.
That is, it cannot write a variable that it is not allowed to
read. The read restriction captures the fact that in distributed
computing, processes have only a partial view of the global
state. The read restriction imposes the constraint that for each
process π, each transition in Tπ depends only on reading

the variables that π is allowed to read (i.e. Rπ). Thus, each
transition in Tπ is in fact an equivalence class in Tπ , which
we call a group of transitions. This is because each process π
should exhibit identical behavior in states where its read-set
has equal valuation. The key consequence of read restriction is
that during synthesis, if a transition is included (respectively,
excluded) in Tπ , then its corresponding group must also be
included (respectively, excluded) in Tπ .

Notation 1: For a transition (s, s′) ∈ Tπ , G(s, s′) denotes
the set of all transitions in the group of (s, s′). Also, G(X)
denotes

⋃
(s,s′)∈X G(s, s′), where X is a set of transitions.

We say that a process π is enabled in state s if there exists
a state s′, such that (s, s′) ∈ Tπ .

Definition 2: A distributed program over a set of variables
V is a transition system D = 〈ΠD,TD〉, where
• ΠD is a set of processes over the common set V

of variables, such that for any two distinct processes
π1, π2 ∈ ΠD, we have Wπ1 ∩Wπ2 = ∅,

• TD is the transition relation of D, such that

TD =
⋃

π∈ΠD

Tπ �

Note that Definition 2 resembles an asynchronous dis-
tributed program, where process transitions execute in an
interleaving fashion resulting in TD being the union of tran-
sition relations of the processes in the program. We say that
processes π1, π2 ∈ ΠD are neighbors iff Rπ1

∩Rπ2
6= ∅.

Starting from an initial state s0 ∈ S in a distributed program
D, following the footsteps of the transition system during an
execution, yields a computation.

Definition 3: A computation σ of a distributed program
D = 〈ΠD,TD〉 with state space S, is an infinite sequence
of states:

σ = s0s1s2 · · ·

• For all i ≥ 0, we have (si, si+1) ∈ TD,
• if σ reaches a state si, such that (si, si) is the only

outgoing transition from si in TD, then σ is called a
terminating computation. Such a computation stutters at
si indefinitely. �

We denote by σs a computation with initial state s. A prefix
of σ is called a finite computation. We use the notation σn for
a finite computation of length n.

III. SELF-STABILIZATION AND CONVERGENCE TIME

A. Self-stabilization

A self-stabilizing program is one that starting from any
arbitrary initial state reaches a legitimate state in a finite
number of steps, and without outside intervention. Such an
arbitrary state may be reached due to wrong initialization, or
occurrence of transient faults. Upon reaching a legitimate state,
the system is guaranteed to remain in such states thereafter
in the absence of faults. These two conditions are known as
convergence and closure.

Definition 4: A distributed program D = 〈ΠD,TD〉 is self-
stabilizing for a set LS ⊆ S of legitimate states iff the
following two conditions hold:



• Strong convergence: In any computation σ = s0s1 · · · of
D, where s0 is an arbitrary state in S, there exists i ≥ 0,
such that si ∈ LS .

• Closure: For all transitions (s, s′) ∈ TD, if s ∈ LS , then
s′ ∈ LS as well. �

Convergence, as defined in Definition 4, is a strong property
since it should be satisfied in all computations. This property is
weakened in weak-stabilizing distributed programs [5], where
the existence of a converging computation or possibility of
convergence suffices.

Definition 5: We say that a distributed program D =
〈ΠD,TD〉 is weak-stabilizing for a set LS ⊆ S of legitimate
states iff the following two conditions hold:
• Weak convergence: For each state s0 ∈ S, there exists

a computation σ = s0s1 · · · of D, and i ≥ 0, such that
si ∈ LS .

• Closure: As defined in Definition 4. �
The computation existence condition in weak convergence,

unlike strong convergence, allows for execution cycles outside
the set of legitimate states. In the rest of this paper, we
use ‘convergence’ in place of ‘strong convergence’. We refer
to both classes, either weak-stabilizing or self-stabilizing as
‘stabilizing’.

B. Average Recovery Time of Stabilizing Programs
Let us call the number of steps that a stabilizing program

takes to reach a legitimate state the recovery time (or conver-
gence time).

Definition 6: Let σ = s0s1 · · · be a computation of a
stabilizing program that starts from initial state s0 and reaches
a legitimate state in LS . The recovery time of σ is the
following:

RT (σ) = min{j | sj ∈ LS},

where sj is the jth state in σ. �
Since this metric depends both on the initial state of the

program and the computation that reaches a legitimate state,
we are interested in calculating the average recovery time
of stabilizing programs. Following the techniques introduced
in [13], [14], such average can be computed through statistical
expected value of recovery time from different initial states
and through various computations. Thus, we need to calculate
the expected recovery time defined in Definition 6 for all
initial states s0 ∈ S and take the probabilistic average of them
accounting for the impact of different recovery computations
and different starting points.

Calculating the expected value of a discrete random vari-
able requires valid probabilities for the occurrence of the
elements in its domain. Here, we take recovery time, RT , as
a discrete random variable with domain DRT = [0,∞]. Our
final goal is to find the probability of RT having a specific
value i which requires probability values for transitions. Yet,
the transition relation of a distributed program as defined
in Definition 2 lacks probability distribution. Without loss
of generality, we assume a uniform distribution over the
set of outgoing transitions of each state in the state space.
Such assumption, basically, makes the transition system of
distributed programs a Markov chain. On that account, one

can define the probability of a computation in a distributed
program as follows.

Given a distributed program D = 〈ΠD,TD〉 with state space
S, the probability of a finite computation σ = s0s1 · · · sn is
computed by the following formula:

µ(σ) =

n∏
i=0

P(si, si+1) (1)

where P : S×S → [0, 1] is the transition probability function
such that for all s ∈ S:
• ∑

s′∈S
P(s, s′) = 1, (2)

• Given T (s) = {(s, s′) | ∃s′ ∈ S : (s, s′) ∈ TD}, the set
of outgoing transitions of state s, a uniform probability
distribution over the transitions can be obtained by:

P(s, s′) =
1

|T (s)|
(3)

Equation 3 assigns equal probability to all transitions originat-
ing from a state. We emphasize that this uniform probability
distribution was introduced only to permit computing weighted
average for recovery time. If, however, the distribution over the
transition relation was known (e.g., for probabilistic programs
or particular schedulers in which processes work in a random
fashion with specific probability distribution), Equation 3
could be modified trivially while satisfying Equation 2.

Notation 2: Let ðcs,n denote all converging computations
originating from state s with recovery time n. That is,

ðcs,n = {σs | RT (σs) = n}.
For a computation σs starting from state s ∈ S, the

probability of the event “σs having recovery time equal to
n” can be calculated as follows:

P(RT (σs) = n) =
∑

σs∈ðc
s,n

µ(σs) (4)

In Equation 4, the probability of the computations with recov-
ery time n starting from s are added together because they
are disjoint events. In other words, two distinct computations
cannot happen at the same time, so the probability of their
union is the sum of their individual probabilities. We have
now built the necessary background to demonstrate how to
compute the expected recovery time of a stabilizing program.

The expected recovery time of a state s ∈ S is the following:

ERT (s) = E[RT (σs)] =

∞∑
i=0

(i× P(RT (σs) = i))

Finally, we take the average of the expected recovery time
values computed for all initial states in the state space. The
reason behind this is to consider the fact that stabilizing
programs may start executing from any arbitrary state. The
average recovery time of a stabilizing program D with state
space S and initial state distribution ιinit is obtained by the
following formula:

AvgRT (D, S) =
∑
s∈S

ιinit(s).ERT (s) (5)



where ιinit : S → [0, 1] is a probability distribution function
such that ∑

s∈S
ιinit(s) = 1 (6)

Recall that a stabilizing program can reach any state due
to the occurrence of transient faults. The appearance of this
state (as the initial state) can follow a specific probability
distribution. In cases where this distribution is not given, we
decidedly assume uniform distribution; i.e., ιinit(s) = 1

|S|
for all s ∈ S. Otherwise, ιinit(s) can be any real value in
[0, 1] provided that it meets the condition in Equation 6. We
stress that all definitions and computations presented in this
section are valid for weak-stabilizing programs as well as self-
stabilizing programs, as it should be clear from our use of the
term stabilizing program all along.

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, we formally state the problem of synthe-
sizing and repairing weak-stabilizing programs whose average
recovery time is expected to be below a certain value.

A. The Repair Problem
Given an existing stabilizing program and a real value ert , a

repair algorithm generates another stabilizing program whose
average recovery time is below ert . Moreover, the algorithm
is required to preserve all properties of the input program. The
latter can be achieved by allowing merely removing transitions
from the original program. That is, we do not allow for adding
transitions to avoid introducing new behaviors to the program.
Since the new transition set of the repaired program will be
a subset of the set of transitions of the input program, the set
of computations in the new program will be a subset of the
set of computations of the original one as well. Hence, any
universal property satisfied by the input program (even during
convergence) will be satisfied by the repaired program as well.
Formally, the decision problem we study is as follows:

Instance. A weak-stabilizing program D = 〈ΠD, TD〉,
and a real number ert .

Repair decision problem. Does there exist a weak-
stabilizing program D′ = 〈ΠD, T ′D〉, such that:
• T ′D ⊆ TD, where T ′D 6= ∅, and
• AvgRT (D′) ≤ ert .

B. The Synthesis Problem
A synthesis algorithm takes as input (1) an empty program,

(2) the description of its set of legitimate states, and (3) a
real value ert and generates as output the transition relation
for each process, such that the average recovery time of the
synthesized weak-stabilizing program is below ert .

Instance. An empty program D = 〈ΠD, TD〉, where
TD = ∅, a state predicate LS , and a real number ert .

Synthesis decision problem. Does there exist a weak-
stabilizing program D′ = 〈ΠD, T ′D〉, where T ′D 6= ∅, for
the set LS of legitimate states, such that:
• AvgRT (D′) ≤ ert .

In Sections V and VI, we show that the above decision
problems are NP-complete in the size of the state space.

V. THE COMPLEXITY OF REPAIRING WEAK-STABILIZING
PROTOCOLS WITH RESPECT TO AVERAGE RECOVERY TIME

In this section, we prove that the repair problem as in-
troduced in Subsection IV-A is NP-complete both when the
output is required to be weak-stabilizing (cf. Subsection V-A).

A. Weak-stabilizing Repair

We present a polynomial-time reduction from the 3-
Dimensional Matching (3DM ) [15] problem to our repair
problem.

Theorem 1: The repair decision problem in Section IV-A
to obtain a weak-stabilizing programs is NP-complete.

Proof: We show that the problem is in NP and it is
NP-hard.

Proof of membership to NP
Given a program D′ = 〈ΠD, T ′D〉 as a solution, we should
verify the following two conditions:

1) It is weak-stabilizing.
2) AvgRT (D′) ≤ ert

To prove that a program is weak-stabilizing, we should
verify weak-convergence and closure. This verification can
be achieved through a simple graph exploration algorithm,
such as BFS. Such an algorithm have polynomial-time
complexity in the number of states. Calculation of expected
recovery time, which in essence is reachability analysis in
Markov chains (discussed in Section III-B) can be solved in
polynomial time as well [16].

Proof of NP-hardness
The 3-Dimensional Matching (3DM ) problem: Given three
disjoint sets X , Y , and Z each of equal size q, and m a subset
of distinct tuples in X×Y ×Z of size M , the 3DM problem
asks whether a subset msol ⊆ m of size q exists such that
none of the tuples in msol share a coordinate and msol is a
cover for X , Y and Z. In other words,
• ∀(x, y, z), (x′, y′, z′) ∈ msol :

(x 6= x′) ∧ (y 6= y′) ∧ (z 6= z′)
• (

⋃
(x,y,z)∈msol

x = X) ∧ (
⋃

(x,y,z)∈msol
y = Y ) ∧

(
⋃

(x,y,z)∈msol
z = Z)

We present a polynomial-time mapping from an instance
of 3DM to an instance of our repair problem, a distributed
weak-stabilizing program D = 〈ΠD, TD〉, a set of legitimate
states LS , and an upper bound of average recovery
time ert . Figure 1 shows an example of an instance
of the repair problem obtained from a 3DM instance,
where X = {1, 2}, Y = {3, 4}, Z = {5, 6}, and
m = {m1 = (1, 3, 5),m2 = (2, 4, 6),m3 = (1, 4, 5)}, q = 2
and M = 3. In the sequel, we explain our mapping in detail.

Variables. VD = {v1, v2}, where Dv1 = [0,M ] and
Dv2 = [0, 9q − 1].



States. The state space of our instance is the set of all
valuations of variables, resulting in 9q(M + 1) states. The
set of non-legitimate states is the following:

{i0, i1 | i ∈ X ∪ Y ∪ Z} ∪
{imt

0 , jmt
0 , kmt

0 , imt
1 , jmt

1 , kmt
1 | mt = (i, j, k) ∈ m}

It is easy to see that there are 6q+ 6M non-legitimate states:
two per each element in X ∪ Y ∪ Z, and six per each tuple
in m. We refer to them as element states and tuple states,
respectively. They can be seen as the 30 white circles in
Figure 1. The rest of the states are in LS . As shown in
Figure 1, we include 3q+ 3M states in LS denoted by LSA1

and LSBmt
0 , where A and B are integers that distinguish

states from each other. State LS∗ in the figures represents
the remaining 9q(M +1)−6q−6M −3q−3M = 9M(q−1)
states in LS . In all figures, shaded circles denote LS states.

Notation 3: In the sequel, set U = X ∪ Y ∪ Z is the
universal set. We denote by C(i) the set of tuples that contain
element i ∈ U . For example, in Figure 1, we have C(1) =
{m1,m3}. By i0/1, we mean two states {i0, i1}. Likewise,
imt

0/1 = {imt
0 , imt

1 }. Finally, iC(i)0 = {imt
0 | (i ∈ U) ∧ (mt ∈

C(i))} denotes |C(i)| states per element i ∈ U . From now on,
we omit ∀i ∈ U unless for emphasis.

Values of v1 and v2 in non-legitimate states are as follows:

• ∀i ∈ U : v1(i0/1) = 0
• ∀mt = (i, j, k) ∈ m, t ∈ [1,M ] :

v1(imt

0/1) = v1(jmt

0/1) = v1(kmt

0/1) = t

• ∀i ∈ U, t ∈ [0, 3q − 1] :

v2(i0) = v2(i
C(i)
0 ) = t ∧ v2(i1) = v2(i

C(i)
1 ) = 3q + t

Processes. Our mapping includes two processes π1 and π2.
The read/write restrictions for each process are as follows:

Rπ1 = {v1} Wπ1 = {v1}
Rπ2

= {v1, v2} Wπ2
= {v2}

Transition relation. Process π1 has the following transitions:
Tπ1

=
outgoing:

G({(imt
0 , i0), (jmt

0 , j0), (kmt
0 , k0), (imt

1 , i1), (jmt
1 , j1), (kmt

1 , k1) |
mt = (i, j, k) ∈ m}) ∪

incoming:

G({(i0, imt
0 ), (j0, j

mt
0 ), (k0, k

mt
0 ), (i1, i

mt
1 ), (j1, j

mt
1 ), (k1, k

mt
1 ) |

mt = (i, j, k) ∈ m})
(7)

The valuation of v1 and v2 in non-legitimate states is chosen
in a way that the above six outgoing transitions from the six
tuple states belong to the same group. To this end, the six
incoming transitions (reverse direction) will be in the same
group (but not in the same group as the outgoing transitions
although the snake and shaded lines are on transitions on both
direction).
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Fig. 1: Weak repair instance mapped from 3DM instance
X = {1, 2}, Y = {3, 4}, Z = {5, 6} and m = {m1 =
(1, 3, 5),m2 = (2, 4, 6),m3 = (1, 4, 5)}.

Process π2 has the following transitions:

Tπ2
= {(imt

0 , LSAmt
0 ), (jmt

0 , LSBmt
0 ), (kmt

0 , LSCmt
0 ) | mt

= (i, j, k) ∈ m} ∪ {(i1, LSD1) | i ∈ U}
∪ {(s, s) | s ∈ LS}

Process π2 can read both variables, so none of its transitions
form a group.

Average recovery time. In our mapping,

ert =
21(q +M)

9q(M + 1)
.

We now show that the answer to our decision problem is
positive, if and only if the answer to the 3DM instance is
affirmative:

(⇒) Given a solution msol ⊆ m to the instance of 3DM ,
we show how to repair the corresponding weak-stabilizing
instance to yield an average recovery time equal to ert . To
this end, for every tuple m∗ not in the solution, we remove
the group of six transitions (pay attention to the subscripts
0/1):

{(i0/1, im
∗

0/1), (j0/1, j
m∗

0/1), (k0/1, k
m∗

0/1) | m∗ = (i, j, k) /∈ msol}

The six transitions above on the reverse direction cannot
be removed otherwise a computation that reaches a state
in {im∗1 , jm

∗

1 , km
∗

1 } will not converge. Since we only re-
move transitions corresponding to the tuples not in msol,
and the solution is a cover for sets X , Y , and Z, every
state i0/1 will have exactly one loop attached to it and
|C(i)| − 1 incoming transitions. In our example, msol =
{m1,m2}. Hence, m∗ = {m3}, and six (snake) transitions
{(10/1, 1

m3

0/1), (40/1, 4
m3

0/1), (50/1, 5
m3

0/1)} should be removed
from Figure 1. In the repaired graph, we will have two types
of connected components. One type can be seen among the



i0

im1
0 im2

0 i
m|C(i)|
0

LSAm1
0 LSBm2

0
LSC

m|C(i)|
0

...

...

Fig. 2: Connected blocks with subscript 0.

states with subscript 0 (see Figure 2). It can be verified that the
average recovery time of the top element state i0 is 4 (there are
3q of them in total) and the tuple states imt

0 is 3 (there are 3M
of them). The other type can be seen among the states with
subscript 1 (see Figure 3). The top state i1’s average recovery
time is 3 (there are 3q of them) and for tuple states below imt

1

is 4 (there are 3M of them). Hence, the average recovery time
of the whole system is:

3q × 4 + 3M × 3 + 3q × 3 + 3M × 4

9q(M + 1)
=

21(q +M)

9q(M + 1)

which is exactly equal to the bound ert . Finally, closure of
LS is ensured by the self-loops.

(⇐) Now, we show that if we have a solution for the
weak-stabilizing repair instance, we can find a solution for
the corresponding 3DM instance. The bound above, ert , is
in fact the minimum average recovery time. The obvious
way to reduce the average recovery time of our instance is
to eliminate loops. Observe that transitions (imt

0 , i0) cannot
be removed because they are the only way that states imt

1

could converge to LS . On the other hand, for states i0 to
converge, they should have at least one outgoing transition.
Particularly, those states must have at least one loop attached
to them. Hence, the minimum recovery time is achieved when
they have exactly one loop attached to them. As a result,
the solution to the 3DM instance is the set of tuples mt

for which transitions (i0, i
mt
0 ), (j0, j

mt
0 ), (k0, k

mt
0 ) exist

(have a loop attached to them). For example, in Figure 1,
(1m3

0/1, 10/1), (4m3

0/1, 40/1), (5m3

0/1, 50/1) are the only transitions
that can be removed without violating convergence, correctly
suggesting that msol = {m1,m2} is the solution to the 3DM
instance.

Note that the outgoing/incoming transitions of the six states
presenting a tuple are in the same group, so they are either
removed together or kept together. In other words, all three co-
ordinates of a tuple are simultaneously eliminated or selected
implying that the loops remaining in the program correctly
represent the tuples of a solution.

VI. THE COMPLEXITY OF SYNTHESIZING
WEAK-STABILIZING PROTOCOLS WITH CERTAIN AVERAGE

RECOVERY TIME

In this section, we prove that the synthesis problem defined
in Subsection IV-B is NP-complete.

i1

im1
1 im2

1 i
m|C(i)|
1

LSA1

...

Fig. 3: Connected blocks with subscript 1.

Theorem 2: The problem of synthesizing a weak stabilizing
program with a constrained average recovery time is NP-
complete.

Observe that synthesizing a weak-stabilizing program from
scratch for a given set LS of legitimate states is equivalent
to repairing a weak-stabilizing program with LS whose set of
transitions is maximal. That is, the set of transitions includes
all possible transitions (and their groups) except for the ones
that violate the closure of LS .

Definition 7: A weak-stabilizing program D = 〈ΠD,TD〉
is maximal in an asynchronous setting if

TD = {(s, s′) | ∀s, s′ ∈ S s.t. s and s′ differ in one variable
only} − {G(s, s′) | s ∈ LS ∧ s′ /∈ LS}

Before we present the proof, we note that the mapping
presented in proof of Theorem 1 cannot be applied to the
synthesis case, as the mapped program is not maximal. For
example, it lacks transition (10, 2

m2
0 ) where neither itself nor

its group transitions violate closure. Thus, in order to make
our mapped instance a maximal program, we must find a
way to cause at least one of the transitions in G((10, 2

m2
0 ))

violate closure. One way to defeat this problem is to add the
source state (10) to LS and leave the destination state 2m2

0

in non-legitimate states. However, that will cause transitions
(10, 1

m1
0 ), (10, 1

m3
0 ) to be removed which is not desirable. The

other solution is to create group transition(s) for only (10, 2
m2
0 )

that violate closure. We demonstrate through an example how
one can eliminate some transitions appearing in a (possibly
maximal) program by adding variables and processes (and
inevitably transitions of the new process) to the system.

Consider a system consisting of a single process π1, where
Rπ1 = Wπ1 = v1 with domain Dv1 = [0, 2] and LS = {〈0〉}.
Each 〈〉 denotes a state. the corresponding maximal program
Dmax contains 4 transitions:

Tπ1,max = {(〈1〉, 〈0〉), (〈2〉, 〈0〉), (〈1〉, 〈2〉), (〈2〉, 〈1〉)}

We examine a situation in which we require a maximal
program where (〈1〉, 〈2〉) /∈ Tπ1,max. In a system with
the above specification, (〈1〉, 〈2〉) cannot be avoided in the
maximal program since it does not violate closure and it has
no group transitions to do so. For this purpose, we add v2

with Dv2 = [0, 1] to the system such that v2 /∈ Rπ1 . Since
our model does not permit blind write, v2 /∈ Wπ1

is also
true. As a result, π2 is introduced (Rπ2 = Wπ2 = {v2}).
The new state space will consist of 6 states. Furthermore,
transitions (〈1, 0〉, 〈2, 0〉) and (〈1, 1〉, 〈2, 1〉) of π1 will be-
long to the same group. The first and second integers in



〈, 〉 denote values of v1 and v2 respectively. If we choose
LS = {〈0, 0〉, 〈0, 1〉, 〈1, 1〉 ∈ LS}, transition (〈1, 1〉, 〈2, 1〉)
of π1 will violate closure. Consequently, both transitions
(〈1, 0〉, 〈2, 0〉), (〈1, 1〉, 〈2, 1〉) cannot exist in the corresponding
maximal program D′max. The transition relation of π1 and π2

in the new maximal program are as follows:

T ′π1,max = {(〈1, 0〉, 〈0, 0〉), (〈2, 0〉, 〈1, 0〉), (〈2, 0〉, 〈0, 0〉),
(〈1, 1〉, 〈0, 1〉), (〈2, 1〉, 〈1, 1〉), (〈2, 1〉, 〈0, 1〉)}

T ′π2,max = {(〈0, 0〉, 〈0, 1〉), (〈1, 0〉, 〈1, 1〉), (〈2, 0〉, 〈2, 1〉)}.

Note that it is not always possible to create groups that
violate closure for a specific transition without affecting other
transitions (whether they belong to the same process or not).
The main challenge of this work was to find a maximal
program with a substructure similar to Figure 1.

Proof: Proof of membership to NP is identical to that of
Theorem 1.

Proof of NP-hardness. To prove that synthesis is NP-hard, we
provide a mapping from 3DM to a maximal weak-stabilizing
program. We present a polynomial-time mapping from an
instance of 3DM to an instance of the synthesis problem, a
distributed maximal weak-stabilizing program D = 〈ΠD, TD〉,
legitimate state set LS , and

ert =
(18M + 30)q2 + (21M + 11)q + 4M

36(M + 1)q2 + 12(M + 1)q
.

Variables. VD = {v1, v2, v3, v4}, where, Dv1 = [0,M ],
Dv2 = [0, 9q − 1], Dv3 = [0, 6q + 1], and Dv4 = [0, 1].

States. The state space of our instance is the set of all
valuations of variables, resulting in 108(M+1)q2+36(M+1)q
states which is polynomial in the size of the 3DM instance.

Processes. We declare 4 processes π1, · · · , π4, with the
following read/write restrictions:

Rπ1 = {v1, v4},Wπ1 = {v1}
Rπ2

= {v1, v2},Wπ2
= {v2}

Rπ3
= {v1, v2, v3},Wπ3

= {v3}
Rπ4 = {v1, v4},Wπ4 = {v4}

Starting from V = {v1, v2}, Π = {π1, π2} with specifica-
tions defined above, we illustrate how to design a distributed
system whose maximal weak-stabilizing program has a sub-
structure resembling Figure 1.

First, we determine LS and transition relations of π1, π2.
Similar to Figure 1, we have 6q + 6M non-legitimate states.
All other states are in LS . The valuation of v1, v2 in non-
legitimate states and the transition relation Tπ1

(Equation 7)
also remain the same. We modify Tπ2 to contain transitions
only among the states in LS∗:

Tπ2
= {(s, s′) | s, s′ ∈ LS∗, s, s′differ only in value of v2}

For now, it appears that the non-legitimate states do not
converge (See Figure 4). As we will discuss shortly, this
problem is solved by including variable v3 and process π3

to the system. Figure 4 cannot represent a maximal program
since there are many transitions that can exist without
violating closure, e.g., (10, 20). To construct a maximal
program with the desired structure, we need to group the
missing transitions with some other transitions that violate
closure.

Including v3, π3 (gadgetv3 ): Variable v3 and process π3 are
incorporated in our mapping to preserve two-way transitions
(loops) between every two state in {i0/1, i

C(i)
0/1 } and eliminate

all other transitions to/from them.
We group the undesirable transitions of π1 and π2 with

transitions that violate closure. To do so, we append ∀v ∈
[0, 6q + 1], v3 = v to all states in the state space of {v1, v2}
and call it gadgetv . The transitions in each gadget form a
group with the corresponding transitions of every other gadget
because π1 and π2 cannot read v3. We add a second subscript
v to the label of every state in gadgetv when referring to
them. In every gadget v ∈ [1, 3q], in addition to LS∗, we
will have the following states in LS : i0,v , iC(i)0,v . Similarly,
∀v ∈ [3q + 1, 6q] we have additional states i1,v , iC(i)1,v in LS
(see Figure 5). From this point forward, we add LS to their
superscripts for clarity.

Notice that the reason the mapping in the proof of weak
repair works is that states i0 and imt

1 are not directly connected
to LS . To prevent transitions of form (i0,LS ) and (imt

1 ,LS )
for π1 or π2, we flip the non-legitimate and LS states of
gadget0, in gadget6q+1 (see Figure 6). In Figure 6, state
LS
∗
V,0 represents a graph with 9qM−3q−6M non-legitimate

states with all possible transitions of π1 and π2.
The problem that arises by adding v3 and π3 to the

system is that inter-gadget transitions of π3 will cause
states i0,0 and imt

1,0 to connect directly to LS states of other
gadgets (iLS0,v and iLS0,v , v 6= 0, respectively). To eliminate
these transitions, we need to add another variable and process.

Including v4, π4 (Gadgetv4 ): Let Gadget0 and Gadget1
be all the 9q(6q + 2)(M + 1) states that we had so far in
the mapped program appended with v4 = 0 and v4 = 1,
respectively. A third subscript in a state’s label shows the value
of v4 in that state (equivalently, which Gadget it belongs to).

In Gadget0, everything remains the same, as described
before. However, in Gadget1, states iLS0,0,1 and imt,LS

1,0,1 are
the only states in LS (see Figure 7). All other gadgets
gadgetv, v ∈ [1, 6q + 1] in Gadget1 have the same structure
as in Figure 7 except that they have no LS states. Observe
that there are only one-way transitions of π1 from non-LS
to LS states. This will not affect gadgets in Gadget0 where
v4 = 0 because π1 can read v4 which is 1 in Gadget1.
Transitions (i0,0,1, i

LS
0,v,1), v ∈ [1, 3q] and (imt

1,0,1, i
mt,LS
1,v,1 ), v ∈

[3q + 1, 6q] of π3 in Gadget1 violate closure, so do their
corresponding transitions in Gadget0 (in the same group).
This implies that the only way for states i0,0,0 and imt

1,0,0 to
directly connect to LS is through transitions (i0,0,0, i

LS
0,0,1) and

(imt
1,0,0, i

mt,LS
1,0,1 ) of π4. That is not possible since their group

transitions (iLS0,v,0, i0,v,1) and (imt,LS
1,v,0 , i1,v,1), (v ∈ [1, 6q])



violate closure.
Note that π1 should be able to read v4, otherwise the

transitions of π1 in Gadget0 will inevitably be eliminated due
to violation of closure by their group transitions (iLS0,0,1, i

C(i)
0,0,1)

and (imt,LS
1,0,1 , i1,0,1) in Gadget1.

Legitimate States. The list of states in LS are summarized
below with the number of them in brackets:
{LS∗v,0 | v ∈ [0, 6q]} [(9Mq + 3q

-6M)(6q + 1)]

{iLS0/1,6q+1,0 | i ∈ U, mt ∈ m} [6q + 6M ]

{iLS0,v,0, i
C(i),LS
0,v,0 | i ∈ U, v ∈ [1, 3q]} [3q + 3M ]

{iLS1,v,0, i
C(i),LS
1,v,0 | i ∈ U, v ∈ [3q + 1, 6q]} [3q + 3M ]

{iLS0,0,1, i
C(i),LS
1,0,1 | i ∈ U} [3q + 3M ]

We now have to show that our mapped instance has a
solution if and only if there is a solution to the 3DM problem.
To this end, note that gadget0 of Gadget0 has the same
structure as the weak repair instance in Figure 1. Thus, all
arguments in the proof of weak repair apply here. Hence, it
will suffice to show how to compute the new bound ert . The
bound is obtained by repairing the maximal program, i. e.
removing as many loops as possible. All loops are removable
except for at least one between tuple states and element states
as mentioned in the proof of weak repair. Therefore, gadget0
of Gadget0 has 3q + 3M states with average recovery time
equal to 4 and the same number with average recovery time of
3. All other states (total of 18q(6q+ 2)(M + 1)− 9q(M + 1))
in other gadgets are either in LS for which average recovery
time is 0, or are directly connected to LS (by breaking the
loops their average recovery time is 1). The sum of expected
recovery times of states will add up to:

[(90 + 54M)q2 + (63M + 12)q + 12M ]× 1+

(3q + 3M)× 3 + (3q + 3M)× 4

= (54M + 90)q2 + (63M + 33)q + 12M

Finally, the average recovery time of the repaired maximal
program that determines the bound ert is:

ert =
(18M + 30)q2 + (21M + 11)q + 4M

36(M + 1)q2 + 12(M + 1)q

VII. POLYNOMIAL-TIME HEURISTIC AND CASE STUDIES

Following our NP-completeness results, in this section, we
present a polynomial-time heuristic that can be employed both
for synthesis and repair.

A. The Heuristic

We take into account two factors that contribute to average
recovery time: (1) existence of loops in the transition system,
and (2) the position of loops with regard to LS states.
In general, loops increase the average recovery time of its
successors. Thus, it is beneficial to decrease average recovery
time of states closer to LS that more states depend on them.

Due to grouping of transitions, loops may not be avoidable.
Our strategy is to eliminate as many loops as possible in near
proximity of LS .

Algorithm 1 takes as input a stabilizing program D, and
a set LS of legitimate states. In the case of synthesis, D
must be maximal. Algorithm 1 works as follows. We consider
Diam + 1 classes of states, where Diam is the diameter of
the underlying graph of D. States are assigned to a class based
on their shortest path distance to LS states. If a state s has
distinct shortest path distances to different states in LS , it will
be assigned to several classes accordingly. Classification can
be done by performing BFS several times, each time starting
from a state in LS . After classification, we keep a Boolean
value for every edge that shows whether it has been visited
before or not. Initially, this value is false for all edges. Starting
from class 1, first, we store transitions in a priority queue
based on how much average recovery time will decrease if
that transition and its group are deleted. Then, we remove only
transitions (and their group) of form (s, t), where s ∈ d[i],
t /∈ LS , and t /∈ d[i − 1], that have not been visited before.
Every time a group of transitions are removed, we check if
convergence is violated. If so, we put them back and mark
that group as visited. We repeat this step for all classes up to
d[Diam]. Condition t /∈ d[i− 1] tends to keep a shorter path
and lets longer paths to be removed.

Algorithm 1 Synthesis/Repair Heuristic
1: Input: D, LS
2: d[0..Diam(D)]← BFS(D,LS)
3: for i = 1 to Diam(D) do
4: pq ← PriorityQueue({(s, t) | s ∈ d[i], (s, t) ∈ TD}) . Keep

transitions based on effect on avg recovery time in priority queue.
5: while ¬pq.empty do
6: edge← pq.get() . edge[0]=s, edge[1]=t
7: if edge[1] /∈ LS ∧ ¬V isited(edge) ∧ edge[1] /∈ d[i− 1] then
8: DeleteTransitionGroup(D, edge)
9: if ¬Converge(D) then

10: InsertTransitionGroup(D, edge)
11: VisitedTransitionGroup(edge)
12: end if
13: end if
14: end while
15: end for

We now analyze the complexity of our algorithm for an
input program with |S| = n states (exponential in the number
of variables/processes), |T | = m transitions and g groups.
Classification can be done in O(n(n + m)) by performing
BFS several times, each time starting from a state in LS . Since
every edge is either removed or marked as visited so it will
not be considered for removal again, the three nested loops in
Algorithm 1 will visit each edge twice all together. Once, for
storing them in a priority queue and once for removal. Conver-
gence is verified once per each group of edges. Convergence
can be verified in the same way as classification. Furthermore,
each calculation of average recovery time imposes an overhead
of O(n2.3) computational steps. Hence, the total running time
of our algorithm is O(n(n+m) + 2m+ gn(n+m) + gn2.3).
In the worst case g = O(m), while in an asynchronous setting
m = O(nlogn). To conclude, Algorithm 1 has running time
O(n3log2n+ n3.3logn).
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Fig. 5: v3 ∈ [1, 6q], v4 = 0 in
gadgetv ∈ Gadget0.
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Fig. 6: V = v3 = 6q+ 1, v4 =
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Fig. 7: = v3 = 0, v4 = 1 in
gadget0 ∈ Gadget1.

Gadgets obtained in our mapping. Variables v1 and v2 have the same valuation as in Figure 1.

One might think keeping transitions in a priority queue con-
siderably improves average recovery time. Although there are
cases for which the above statement is true, in our case studies
we saw only negligible impact (even in cases detrimental)
with evident average recovery time calculation overhead. The
results in tables I, and II come from an implementation without
a priority queue.

B. Case Studies and Experimental Results

We ran Algorithm 1 on a system with 8GB RAM and Intel
Core i5 2.60GHz CPU for two problems: dining philosophers
and token circulation in rings. A brute-force approach for
determining optimum average recovery time for our instances
was not feasible on the system used in our experiments. We
compared our results with average recovery time of existing
stabilizing algorithms for the two problems in the literature
using the technique in [13]. In all case studies, we used
exactly the same setting (processes, read/write restrictions,
variables, variable domains and LS ) as described in the
existing algorithms. In most cases, the output of our heuristic
provides lower average recovery time.

1) Case Study 1: Dining Philosophers: A solution to the
dining philosophers problem must guarantee two conditions:
(1) neighbor processes should not enter their critical sections
simultaneously (in the same state), and (2) each process that
requests to enter its critical section must eventually be allowed
to do so.

We compared our results to the stabilizing dining philoso-
phers of Adamek et al. [17] (see Table I). We considered tree
structures with height 1 in our experiments. Our results show

that Adamek’s algorithm has lower average recovery time for
trees with degree higher than 3.

2) Case Study 2: Token circulation in anonymous rings:
A solution to this problem ensures that only one process
holds the token and each process holds the token infinitely
often. Table II compares the average recovery time of our
synthesized solutions to that of the algorithm in [4], where P
is the number of processes. As can be seen, in most cases, the
synthesized program has the same average recovery time as
the algorithm proposed in [4]. We note that since the second
condition requires the existence of a cycle in LS , we slightly
modified Algorithm 1 to preserve a cycle in LS .

Table II shows a trend that for rings with odd length,
Algorithm 1 and [4] have the same average recovery time.
This is because they both generate the maximal program.
Algorithm 1 could not remove any group of transitions due to
violation of convergence suggesting that the maximal program
is the only stabilizing program.

Algorithm 1 synthesizes a strong-stabilizing program for a
ring consisting of 4 processes which means the program can
be used on non-anonymous networks [4]. It was not feasible
to analyze the output for even-length networks of size 6 and
higher due to very long execution time.

VIII. RELATED WORK

In [9], the authors show that adding strong convergence
is NP-complete in the size of the state space, which itself
is exponential in the size of variables of the protocol. In
their formulation, the authors assume that the behavior of the
protocol inside the set of legitimate states is given as an input.



P Algorithm 1 Adamek et al [17] Synthesis
3 0.25 0.56 20 (ms)
4 0.5 0.5 273 (ms)
5 0.69 0.36 2 (s)
6 1.13 0.23 19 (s)
7 1.44 0.14 182 (s)

TABLE I: Dining Philosophers (tree)

P Algorithm 1 Devismes et al [4] Synthesis
3 0.25 0.25 10 (ms)
4 2.02 2.63 2 (s)
5 1.49 1.49 0.2 (s)
6 7.99 9.05 24 (hr)
7 3.64 3.64 11 (s)

TABLE II: Token circulation (ring)

In this paper, we do not make such an assumption. Ebnenasir
and Farahat [10] also propose a heuristic to synthesize self-
stabilizing algorithms. A heuristic is naturally an incomplete
method, meaning that it may not be able to synthesize a
solution, even if there exists one. To remedy this shortcom-
ing, [11] and [12] propose complete synthesis algorithms based
on SMT solving and backtracking, respectively. Note that
these techniques focus on synthesizing any solution, but do
not consider any performance requirement for the synthesized
program. On the contrary, in this paper, we take the desirable
average recovery time of the solution as an input to the
synthesis problem. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work on synthesis of self-stabilizing systems under
recovery time constraints.

The other line of work related to the synthesis of self-
stabilizing algorithms is the area of synthesizing fault-tolerant
systems. The proposed algorithm in [18] synthesizes a fault-
tolerant distributed algorithm from its fault-intolerant version.
While the focus of the work in [18] is on efficient development
of synthesis algorithms, this paper concentrates on complexity
analysis of synthesis of self-stabilization subject to recovery
time constraints.

Finally, in [19], the authors study the problem of model
repair for probabilistic systems. Their goal is in fact the
opposite of the objective of this paper. That is, they attempt to
preserve the structure of the model and change the probability
distribution of executions.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the problem of synthesizing and
repairing stabilizing protocols, such that its average recovery
time satisfies a given upper bound. We showed that the
problem is NP-complete for weak stabilization in the size of
the state space of the protocol. This result is, in particular,
counter-intuitive in the context of weak-stabilizing protocols,
as their synthesis without recovery time constraints can be
achieved in linear time in the state space of the protocol.
We purposefully chose average recovery time following the
work in [13], [14], where the authors show that the tra-
ditional asymptotic complexity metrics do not characterize
the performance of stabilizing protocols accurately and fairly.
To cope with the exponential complexity (unless P = NP),
we proposed an efficient polynomial-time heuristic. Our case
studies demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach.

For future work, there are several interesting open questions.
We conjecture that to solve our synthesis and repair problems,
there exists no heuristic whose approximation ratio is constant.
One can study the problem of synthesizing snap-stabilizing
and ideal-stabilizing algorithms. A more challenging problem
is to synthesize parameterized stabilizing protocols under

recovery time constraints.
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